
 
St Louis Old boys’ Association 
 

Minutes of the 2010 AGM held on Saturday 17 April 2010 at Crystal Seafood Restaurant, 
Strathfield 
 

Meeting commenced 8.30pm 
Present: Augustine Chan (apologise), Joseph Chan, Christopher Cheng, Bill Chik, Felix Chiu, Ben 
Lau, Sam Lau, Anthony Liang, Samson So, Vincent So, Joseph Tam, Albert Tang, Dan Tsao, 
Harry Tse, Tong Wong, Bernard Wong, Benjamin Wong, Pius Wong, Gary Yeung, Peter Young, 
K K Yung  
 

President’s Report 
Ben Lau gave us a brief report of the activities that was held last year.  Other than the 2009 AGM, 
activities last year include two Berowra bush hikings organised by Gary Yeung, 1 Sydney Harbour 
Shore Walk organised by KK Yung, Dinner Karaoke gathering organised by Sam Lau and the 
River Side cyclying/lunch by Gary Yeung.   
 
Treasurer’s Report 
Gary Yeung tabled last year’s Income and Expenditure Statement, Balance Sheet and Cash Book 
Reconciliation.  Included in the presentation is also a summary of the Income and Expense since 
2000 for comparison.  Part of last year’s membership fee was used to subsidise the 2009 AGM 
gathering to encourage attendance.  All the other activities were on a self-funded basis.  The major 
recurrence expenses were the registration of the domain name and the hosting of our websites.  
Last year we also incurred the last 7 years’ Incorporation Cost totalling $477, $75 for account 
keeping fees.    The balance at the end of the financial year is $540.63.  Gary explained to the 
members that the majority of the Executives had voted to continue on with the incorporation of the 
Association, the keeping of the Sloba Bank Account and the hosting of the websites despite the 
cost involved.  As a cost saving measures, it was decided that the 2010 AGM dinner gathering will 
not be subsided by the Association.  The cost of the auditing of the account had been sponsored by 
Ben Lau over the years and members are welcome to get a copy of the financial report by emailing 
the Treasurer. 
 
As a side measure, Gary had set up a group “Sloba Sydney” on Facebook to supplement our 
website.   
 
Election of 2010 Committee Members 
Ben Lau declared the 2009 committee be dissolved.  The existing committee members received a 
round of applause from the members for their dedication and commitment to the running of the 
Association.   
 
Nominations were invited from the floor.  The existing committee members, Ben Lau, Augustine 
Chan, Gary Yeung, Chris Cheng, Harry Tse, Albert Tang, Joseph Chan and new comer, Bernard 
Wong were elected unopposed.   
 
Acknowledgement 
To Ben Lau, Chris Cheng and Bernard Wong for sponsoring the wine for the evening and Ben Lau 
for sponsoring the door prize for the evening and the DVDs who would be for sale.  Special thanks 
to others who had sponsored our other activities throughout the past years and to Gary Yeung for 
organising the 2010 AGM. 
 
Any Other Business 



The copy of powerpoint slides showing the history of SLS made by Ng Kwok Hon Sir was played 
during the evening, together with the latest news and photos of Father Cheung.  Please contact 
Gary Yeung if you would like to have a copy of the CD or recent photos of Father Cheung. 
Thanks to Augustine Chan, Ben Lau and Gary Yeung for sponsoring the auction items for the 
evening to raise fund for SLS Development Project.   
$20 for Souvenir Cover, $30 for box of Chocolate, $40 for dessert wine, 3x$40 for 3 bottles of 
wine, $160 for China Tea Set, totalling $370 were raised for the SLS Development Project Fund.  
It is also suggested that individual mate could also donate, for example, a day’s salary direct to 
Fund.  The latest news from Martin So, Sloba was that SLS has improved its standing in the track 
and field, and cross country inter-school competition.  We look forward to hear other goods news 
about SLS’s academic success.   
 
$210 was also raised for selling the DVDs and SLS caps.   
 
Gary Yeung ran a IQ quiz show and Chris Cheng showed off his talent as a stand up comedian.   
 
Our websites need to be updated more regularly. 
 
No other business was discussed.  The meeting closed at 10.00pm.  The night was completed by 
Chris Cheng leading us to sing our School Song.   
 
Thanks to all of you who came to the evening. 




